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Let k be a field, S a finite poser (partially ordered set), and Rep(k, S) the 
category of finite dimensional k-representations of S. There is a strong con- 
nection between Rep(k, S) and abelian groups with finiteness conditions. 
For example, if Q is the field of rational numbers and S is a finite poset, 
then Rep(Q, S) is equivalent to a quasi-homomorphism category of pure 
subgroups of finite direct sums of subgroups of Q [BU]. Furthermore, if 
p is an prime in Z, the ring of integers, and S is a finite poset, then 
Rep(Z/pZ, S) is an additive retract of a quotient category of the category 
of finite valuated p-groups [ ARIV]. 
The preceding observations uggest a closer look at the extensive theory 
of Rep(k, S) with an eye towards eventual application to abelian group 
theory. Conversely, ideas and techniques from abelian group theory, e.g., 
classification theorems, can be investigated in the setting of Rep& S). 
We first examine Coxeter correspondences, one of the fundamental tools 
of the theory of Rep(k, S), arising from Auslander-Reiten translates on 
finitely generated modules over finite dimensional k-algebras. The category 
Rep(k, S) is equivalent to a full subcategory of submodules of finitely 
generated projective left modules over a 1-Gorenstein algebra /1, the 
k-incidence algebra of the poset Sz obtained by adjoining a least and 
greatest element to S. There is an extensive theory for finitely generated 
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modules over finite dimensional k-algebras, including the Auslander-Reiten 
translates A = DTr and A -’ = Tr D, where D is vector space duality and Tr 
is the Auslander-Bridger transpose (a survey article and references are 
given in [RE], or see [RIN 1, RIN 21). These translates, which map the 
category of finitely generated n-modules into itself, need not be functorial 
unless /i is hereditary, which is rarely the case. Furthermore, the image of 
Rep(k, S) need not be preserved by A-‘, so that these correspondences 
cannot be used directly to study Rep(k, S). This conundrum was first 
resolved by R. Bautista and R. Martinez in [BM] (summarized in [BU] 
and generalized in [AUS, BUE] ). Briefly, A is replaced by F= QDQTr 
and A ~ i by F= QTrOD, where Q(M) is the kernel of a projective cover 
of M. Then F and F induce correspondences from Rep(k, S) + Rep(k, S) 
generalizing the Coxeter correspondences given by Y. A. Drozd in [DRO]. 
Explicit and relatively simple constructions of the induced Coxeter 
correspondences, herein denoted by C+ and C, on Rep(k, S) in terms of 
representations are given in Section 1. Also included is a summary of the 
basic properties of C+ and C (Proposition 1.3) and an outline of the 
proof that these correspondences are the “usual” Auslander-Reiten trans- 
lates of Rep(k, S) (Proposition 1.4). As observed in [BU], there is an 
almost split sequence 0 + C+(U) + B + U -+ 0 for each indecomposable 
non-projective U and 0 + U + D + C-( 17) + 0 for each indecomposable 
non-injective U. Our constructions allow C’(U) and C-(U) to be com- 
puted directly from U in terms of representations. As an example, all of the 
almost split sequences in Rep(k, S) having a rank-l representation as the 
right hand term are given explicitly in Corollary 2.6. 
The main theme of this paper is the classification of various classes of 
indecomposable representations by numerical invariants. These classes 
arise as generalizations of representations of the form C’(X) or C-(X) for 
a rank-l representation X. The representations in each of these classes have 
endomorphism ring isomorphic to k. A representation (U, U(s) 1 SE S) 
in Rep(k, S) has rank n if dim,(U) = n. Each indecomposable projective 
and injective representation has rank 1. Rank-l representations are 
indecomposable, but need not be injective or projective. 
The first result is a mild extension of the well known fact that the 
dimension vector classifies indecomposable preprojective and preinjective 
representations of S,,. 
COROLLARY I. Let k be afield and S, a poset of n pairwise incomparable 
elements. The dimension vector (dim,(U), dim,( U(s)) 1 s E S,) is a complete 
isomorphism invariant for indecomposable k-representations (U, U(s) 1 s E S,) 
of the form C’r(X) and CPr(X), where r is a positive integer and X is a 
rank-l representation. Each such representation has endomorphism ring 
isomorphic to k. 
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If S has finite representation type, then the dimension vector also 
classifies all indecomposable representations of S [DRO]. However, for 
posets of wild representation type classification of all indecomposable 
representations i  generally regarded as impossible. 
Considered herein are two non-trivial classes of indecomposable 
representations in Rep(k, S) for an arbitrary field k and an arbitrary finite 
poset S. To describe these classes, let x = (X,, . . . . X,) be an n-tuple of 
(rank-l) subrepresentations of a cotrivial representation P, = (k, P,(s) = 
kl s E S). Define G[x] to be a cokernel of the diagonal embedding 
n {X,~l<i0z}+X,@ ... OX, and G(X) to be the kernel of the 
morphism X, @ . . . OX, + P, induced by inclusion of each Xi into P,. 
For technical reasons, we require that x be cotrimmed (the image of Xi is 
a kernel in G[x] for each i) or trimmed (the projection G(X) + Xi + 0 is 
exact for each i). This is no loss of generality, as it can be shown that given 
x there is a cotrimmed 1’ such that G[x] z G[x’] and a trimmed x” such 
that G(X) g G(x”). 
As a special case, if X is a rank-l representation, then C’(X) = G(x) is 
indecomposable for some x with each Xi injective and C-(X) = G[x] is 
indecomposable for some x with each Xi projective (Corollary 2.5). 
However, an indecomposable G[x] or G(X) need not be of this form. 
Criteria for G[x] and G(X) to be indecomposable are given in Theorem 2.4. 
Each rank-l representation is isomorphic to a subrepresentation of P, 
and the subrepresentations of P,, hence the isomorphism classes of rank-l 
representations, form a lattice under intersections and sums. For G, 
XE Rep(k, S) with X rank-l, define 
W)=~ {YI Y is a rank-l kernel in G with Y > X} 
G[X] = n { Y] Y is the kernel in G of a morphism G + X}. 
Both G(X) and G[X] are kernels in G. 
THEOREM II. Let k be a field and S a finite poset. 
(a) A complete set of isomorphism invariants for indecomposables in 
Rep(k, S) of the form G = G[x], for x a cotrimmed n-tuple of subrepresenta- 
tions of P,, is given by: 
(i) n; 
(ii) d(G) = {Xl X is rank-l and G(X) 2 X}; 
(iii) rG(M) = dim,(x {G(X) I XE M}), for each subset A4 of d(G). 
(b) A complete set of isomorphism invariants for indecomposables in 
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Rep( k, S) of the form G( x ), Ji)r x u trimmed n-tuple qf subrepresentations of’ 
P,, is given by: 
(i) 
(ii) &CC] = (Xl X is rank-l and G/G[X] 2 X); 
dCG,. (iii) ‘. ro[M] =dim,(n (G[X] 1 XE M}), -for each subset A4 of 
Theorem II can be applied to characterize classes of strongly indecom- 
posable Butler groups up to quasi-isomorphism; in particular Corollary I 
of [ ARVl ] and Theorem 6 of [ARVZ] are direct consequences. 
Theorem II can also be applied to classes of indecomposable finite valuated 
p-groups up to isomorphism, as well as to classes of submodules of finitely 
generated n-modules, where n is the 1-Gorenstein algebra described above. 
The latter applications have yet to be examined in any detail. 
We take this opportunity to thank the referee for helpful suggestions for 
clarification and simplification of the exposition of Section 1. 
1. REPRESENTATIONS OF POSETS AND DUALITY 
We summarize some of the fundamental definitions and properties of 
representations of posets. If k is a field and S is a finite poset, then a 
k-representation of S is U = ( U, U(s) ) s E S), where U is a finite dimensional 
k-vector space, each U(s) is a subspace of U, and s < t in S implies that 
U(s) E U(t). Let Rep(k, S) denote the category of k-representations of a 
finite poset S, where a morphism f: (U, U(s) ( s E S) + (U’, U’(s) 1 s E S) is a 
k-linear transformation f: U + U’ with f( U(s)) c U’(s) for each s. 
The category Rep(k, S) is a pre-abelian category (as defined in 
[RICW]) with finite direct sums defined by (U, U(S)~SE S)@ 
(U’, U’(s) 1 s E S) = (CT@ U’, U(s)@ U’(s) Is ES). A kernel of a morphism 
f: (U, U(s) 1 s E S) -+ ( v, V(s) 1 s E S) is (Kernel J (Kernel f) n U(s) I SE S) 
and a cokernel off is ( I+“( U), ( V(s) +f( U))/‘( U) I s E S). Consequently, a 
sequence 0-+ (U, U(s)) + (U’, U’(s)) + (U”, U”(s)) + 0 is exact in Rep(k, S) 
if and only if 0 + U + U’ + U” + 0 and 0 + U(s) + U’(s) + U”(s) + 0 are 
exact sequences of vector spaces for each SE S. Each exact sequence in 
Rep(k, S) is stable, in the sense of [RICW]. 
Direct sum decompositions into indecomposable representations exist 
in Rep(k, S) and are unique, up to isomorphism and order, since 
endomorphism rings of indecomposable representations are local. For a 
poset S, let Sop denote S with the reverse ordering. 
LEMMA 1.1 [DRO]. Suppose that S is a finite poset. There is an exact 
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contravariant duality CT: Rep(k, S) + Rep(k, Sop) defined by a( U, U(s) 1 s E S) 
= (D(U), U(s)’ 1 s E Sop), where D( U) = Hom,( U, k) and U(s)’ = {YE D(U) 1 
f(U(s))=O} zD(U/U(S)). 
Proof This is an easy exercise in duality of finite dimensional vector 
spaces. 
A rank-l representation (U, U(s)].s~ S) . is called trivial if U(s) = 0 for 
each s, and cotriviaf if U = U(s) for each s E S. Note that the c of 
Lemma 1.1 carries trivial representations into cotrivial representations and 
conversely. A representation ( U, U(s) 1 s E S) has no trivial summands if and 
only if U=C{U(s)IsES} and no cotrivial summands if and only if 
n {U(s)IsES}=0. 
A complete description of the projectives and injectives relative to exact 
sequences in Rep(k, S) is well known and, at any rate, easy to verify: 
projectives in Rep(k, S) are finite direct sums of rank-l representations 
U = (U, U(s) Is E S) such that either U is trivial, or else there is s in S with 
U(t) = U for each s < t in S and U(t) = 0 for all other t’s in S; and injectives 
in Rep(k, S) are finite direct sums of rank-l representations U = 
(17, U(s) ISE S) such that either U is cotrivial or there is s in S with 
U(t) = 0 for each t < s in S and U(t) = U for all other t’s in S . This descrip- 
tion of injectives is proved by P. Gabriel in [GA21 and the description of 
projectives follows from the observation that o(X) is projective if and only 
if X is injective. 
As a consequence of the preceding discussion, there is an alternate 
characterization of projective and injective representations: U = (U, U(s)) 
in Rep(k, S) is projective with no trivial summands if and only there is a 
vector space decomposition U = @ { U, I s E S} with U(s) = @ { U, I t < s 
in S} and injective with no cotrivial summands if and only if there is a vector 
space decomposition U = @ { V, I s~S} with U(s)= @(V,ls 4 tins}. 
For U in Rep(k, S), an exact sequence 0 + K + P 4 U + 0 is a projective 
cover of U in Rep(k, S) if P is projective, and P’ A U + 0 exact in 
Rep(k, S) with P’ projective implies there is an exact sequence 
P’ & P + 0 in Rep(k, S) such that fg = h. Injective envelopes are defined 
dually, noting that 0 carries projective covers into injective envelopes and 
conversely. 
Each U in Rep(k, S) has a projective cover and an injective envelope. 
Given U = (U, U(s)) in Rep(k, S), define the dimension space of U, 
DIM U= @{~(s)ls~S}, h w ere o(s) = U(s)E [U(t) I t < s in S}, and the 
dimension vector of U, dim U = (dim, U, dim, U(s) I s E S). Then DIM U 
is a projective representation, where (DIM U)(s) is defined to be 
@ { i’(t) 1 t < s in S} for each s in S. Dually, define the codimension space 
of U, CODIM U=@ {D(s)ls~S}, where O(s)=(n {U(t)lt>s})/U(s), 
and the codimension vector, codim U= (dim, U, dim, O(s)). Note that 
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CODIM U is an injective representation, where (CODIM U)(s) is defined 
to be @ (Cr(r)ls 4~ t inS}. 
For each s in S, choose a vector space splitting g, of the canonical map 
U(s) + o(s) and a vector space splitting f, of the canonical map o(s) + 
U/U(s). Then g = @ g,: DIM U + U andf: U + CODIM CJ, the composite 
of the canonical U+ @ (U/U(S)~SES} and @ 1,: @ {U/U(S)~SES) + 
CODIM U, are representation morphisms. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let U = ( U, U(s) 1 s E S) E Rep(k, S) for a field k and a finite 
poset S. 
(a) If U has no trivial summands, then 0 + Kernel g + DIM U-J-+ 
U + 0 is a projective cover of U. 
(b) If U has no cotrivial summands, then 0 + U L CODIM U + 
Cokernel f -+ 0 is an injective envelope of Ii. 
Proof. (a) The proof that DIM UR’ U + 0 is exact is a routine 
induction on the finite set S, beginning with a minimal element of S, and 
proving that g((DIM U)(s)) = U(s) for each s E S. Moreover, since U has 
no trivial summands, U = x (U(s) Is E S}. 
To show that this is a projective cover of U, let 0 + K’ -+ P’ -!& U + 0 
be a projective resolution of U. By the projectivity of P’, there is a: P’ + P 
with ga = h. A similar proof by induction on S shows that P’ -5 P + 0 is 
exact, as desired. The proof of (b) is a consequence of applying g to a pro- 
jective cover of o(U) in Rep(k, Sop) given by (a), noting that a(DIM U) 2 
CODIM a(U). 
The Heller operators Q, Q-I: Rep(k, S) + Rep(k, S) are delined by 
letting Q(U) = the kernel of a projective cover of U and sZP ‘( U) the 
cokernel of an injective envelope of U. Note that projective covers and 
injective envelopes need not be unique, but are unique up to isomorphism, 
whence Q(U) and Q ~ ‘(U) are well defined up to isomorphism. 
We now define C+, C: Rep(k, S) + Rep(k, S). Given U in Rep(k, S) 
with no trivial summands, there is a projective cover 0 -+ QU -+ 
DIM U A U + 0 given by Lemma 1.2(a). Revalue DIM U to define a 
representation W= W(U) = (DIM CJ, W(s)), with W(s) = @ {o(t) (s & 1). 
The vector space map g induces an exact sequence W-% L = L(U) = 
(U,L(s))-+O, where L(~)=g(W(~))=C{g(~(t))Is~t}=C{U(r)Js~r} 
for each s in S. Define C’(U) = Kernel g, observing that (C’(U))(s) = 
(Kernel g) n W(s) for each s in S. Call 0 + C’(U) + WA L + 0 a 
defining sequence for C’(U), being dependent on a choice of projective 
cover of U. Note that W is injective, by the alternate description of injective 
representations given above. 
Dually, for U with no cotrivial summands, there is an injective envelope 
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0-r U& CODIM U+Q-‘U-+0 given by Lemma 1.2(b). Define C-(U) 
to be the cokernel off: K + IV’, where W’ = W’(U) = (CODIM U, W’(s)), 
W’(s)=@ {O(t)lt<s}, and K=K(U)=(U,K(s)=Un W’(s)) is the 
revaluation of U needed to make f a representation kernel. Note that W 
is projective and C(U) = ((CODIM U)/f ( U), ( W’(s) + f (U))/f( U) I s E S). 
Call 0 + K A W’ -+ C-(U) + 0 a defining sequence for C(U). 
In view of the uniqueness of projective covers and injective envelopes up 
to isomorphism, C’ and C are well defined up to isomorphism. More- 
over,C+(U@V)zC+(U)@C+(V)andC(U@ V)zC-(U)OC-(V) 
follow from the fact that DIM U 0 V s DIM U 0 DIM V and 
CODIM iJ@ I’zCODIM UOCODIM V. 
The following proposition lists some fundamental properties of C’ and 
C. For the convenience of the reader unifamiliar with the Auslander- 
Reiten theory of finitely generated modules over Artin algebras, a self- 
contained proof using vector space duality is given. The reader familiar 
with the Auslander-Reiten theory may wish to skip to Proposition 1.4, 
wherein it is shown that C+ and C- are special cases of Auslander-Reiten 
translates for hereditary torsion theories. The properties given in Proposi- 
tion 1.3 are then immediate consequences of the well known properties of 
these translates. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let S be a finite poset and k a field. Define 
p = DC’+: Rep(k, S) -+ Rep(k, Sop). 
(a) If U has no trivial summands, then C+(U) g ap( U) and tf U has 
no co-trivial summands, then C-(U) E po( U). 
(b) if U has no projective summands, then p’(U) g U. Moreover, 
p(U) = 0 tf and only if U is projective. 
(c) if U has no projective summands, then a defining sequence 
0 + C+(U) + WA L + 0 is an injective envelope of C+(U). 
(d) If U has no injective summands, then a defining sequence 
O+Kf- W’+C-(U)+O is aprojective cover of C(U). 
(e) Zf U has no injective summands, then CfC-(II)2 U. Zf U has no 
projective summands, then C-C+(U) E U. 
(f ) C + ( U) = 0 if and only if U is projective and C ~ ( U) = 0 if and only 
if U is injective. 
(g) Zf U is indecomposable, then C’(U) and C(U) are indecom- 
posable. 
Proof (a) Clearly, C’(U) zap(U), by Lemma 1.1 and the definition 
of p. It is now suflicient to show that there is a representation isomorphism 
C(U)+aC+a(U)=pa(U). 
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Begin with an injective envelope 0 -+ U L CODIM U A Q ‘(U) -+ 0 
of U. Then 0 -+ c&F’(U) -& a(CODIM 17) L r~( U) + 0 is a projective 
cover of C-J(U), where f * = D(f ). This gives rise to a defining sequence 
0 + C+a( U) & WL L -+ 0 of C’a( U). Consider the diagram with 
exact rows, 
0- K ---L W’ s C-(U) -0 
where the top row is a defining sequence of C-(U) arising from the given 
injective envelope of U and the bottom row results from applying r~ to the 
preceding defining sequence of C’s(U). 
Now W’ = CODIM U and (J(W) = D*(CODIM U) as vector spaces. In 
fact, D*: W’ + (r( W) induces a representation isomorphism. To see this, an 
examination of the definitions shows that W’(S) = @ { O(r)1 r < s in SJ, 
(CODIM U)(S) = @ {O(r)) s & t in S}, o(CODIM U)(s) z @ { D( u(t) 1 
t < s in Sop), W(s) = @ {D(8(r)ls & t in Sop}, and (r(W)(s) 2 
@ { D’( O(t) 1 t d s in S}. Thus, D’( W’(s)) = o(W)(s) for each s in S. 
The diagram commutes and dim, K = dim, U = dim k a(U) = dim, L = 
dim, a(L). Thus, there are induced representation isomorphisms K --+ a(L) 
and C ~ ( U) + OC + a( U), as desired. 
(b) Suppose that U has no projective summands. This time, begin 
with a projective cover 0 -+ Q(U) A DIM U A U --) 0 of U. This gives 
a defining sequence 0 -+ C+(U) A WA L + 0 for C’(U), recalling 
that the underlying vector spaces and morphisms remain the same in the 
construction of a defining sequence but the distinguished subspaces are 
redefined. Moreover, W is injective, by the alternate description of 
injectives given above. 
Apply 0 to get an exact sequence 0+ a(L) 2 G( W) 2 p(U) + 0 with 
a(W) projective. In view of Lemma 1.2, there is a projective P with 
o(W)=(DIMp(U))@P and o(L)=Q(p(U))@P, where 0-+!2(p(U))+ 
DIM p(U) -+ p(U) + 0 is a projective cover of p(U). This projective cover 
gives a defining sequence 0 -+ C’(p( U)) + W” + L” + 0. Revalue P to get 
an injective I in the same way that DIM U is revalued to form the injective 
representation W. The result is an exact sequence 
o+c+(p(u))@r~ wttgrL L”-+O 
with W” @ Z injective as a representation and equal to a( W) = D(DIM U) 
as vector spaces. 
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Consider the diagram with exact rows, 
o- Q(U) i DIM U R u -0 
I DZ I D’ I D2 
o- a(L”) ~~(w~~~z)~p2(u)~d(z)- 0, 
where the top row is the given projective cover of U and the bottom row 
is the result of applying r~ to the above exact sequence. Now a( IV” @ I) = 
D2(DIM V) as vector spaces. Moreover, D2: DIM U + a( IV’@ I) is a 
representation isomorphism, as can be verified by tracking down the delini- 
tions as in the proof of (a). Thus, D2: Q(U) + 6( Z.“) is also a representation 
isomorphism, observing that dim, rr(L”) = dim, L" = dim, p(U) = 
dim, ap( U) = dim, C’(U) = dim, Q(U). Thus, D2: U + p2( U) @a(l) is a 
representation isomorphism. 
Finally, U has no projective summands, so that a(Z) =0 and U z p'(U). 
Consequently, P=O, whence 0-t a(L)2 a(W)2 p(U)+0 is a 
projective cover of p(U). 
To prove (c), just apply the duality (T to the projective cover of p(U) 
given in the preceding paragraph. Part (d) is proved similarly, as a 
consequence of (a). 
For (e) and (f), observe that, by (a), C+Cp(U)z~p2a(U) if U has 
no cotrivial summands and CC’(U) z pa'p(U) if U has no trivial 
summands. Now apply Lemma 1.1 and (b). 
(g) Given U indecomposable and not projective, then C'(U)= 
Y 0 Z, for Y indecomposable non-injective, Z injective, and C-( Y) z U, by 
(e), (f), and the fact that C+ and C- preserve direct sums. But Y@Z= 
C+(U) z C+ C- ( Y) 2 Y, whence I= 0 and C’(X) = Y is indecomposable. 
The proof for C-(V) is similar. 
We next show that C’ and C are special cases of the usual Auslander- 
Reiten translates. The reader unfamiliar with this theory may, on first 
reading, wish to skip to the paragraph preceding the proof of Corollary I. 
This description of C’ and C is not needed for the remainder of the 
paper. 
The next few paragraphs are devoted to setting up the necessary 
machinery. Although there are other choices, our development parallels 
that given in [BU, BM]. 
Define a category Corep(k, S) with objects (U, h,(U) 1 s E S) for U a finite 
dimensional vector space and h, a vector space endomorphism of U such 
that if s < I in S, then kernel h,s kernel h,. A morphism (U, h,(U)) + 
(U', h:( U')) is a vector space homomorphism U + (I' sending kernel h, 
-+ kernel hi for each s. 
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There is a category equivalence R: Rep(k, S) + Corep(k, S) given by 
R( U. 0’(s)) = (U, UjCr(.s)) with inverse defined by Rp’( U, h,(U)) = 
( U, Kernel II,). 
Let S,X be the poset obtained from S by adjoining, if necessary, a 
greatest element ‘x and a least element 0 to S and let A be the k-incidence 
algebra of S:, a k-vector space with basis (er, 1 I >, s in SC ) and multiplica- 
tion induced by e,,e,,.= S,,el,., where 6 is the Kronecker delta function. 
Then A = @ {Ae,, 1 s E S: ) as left A-modules with Aesc indecomposable 
projective, since {e,, I s E S, , ;c \ is a complete set of orthogonal idempotents 
with essAesr 2 k. Consequently, A is a 1-Gorensrein algebra (the A-injective 
envelope of A is projective) as the A-injective envelope of A is (Ae,,)“, 
n = IS,l- 1, which is projective [BM, Proposition 4.11. 
Denote the category of finitely generated left A-modules by mod A and 
let C,, be the category of submodules of finitely generated projective left 
A-modules. Recall that D( - ) = Hom,( -, k): mod A + mod Aop is vector 
space duality. Define Tr( - ): mod A + mod A”p as follows: let P’ & P -2 
M -+ 0 be a projective cover of M preceded by a projective cover of kernel v 
= Q(M) and define Tr(M) = cokernel (Hom,,(P, A) 5 Hom,(P’, A)). 
Note that Tr( - ) need not be a functor, as projective covers need not be 
unique, but it does define a functor on the quotient category (mod A)/P 
with objects the objects of mod A and morphism sets Hom,,(M, N)/ 
P(M, N), where P(M, IV) is the collection of morphisms that factor through 
finitely generated projective A-modules [AUB]. It is well known that 
Tr(M) = 0 if and only if A4 is projective, T?(M) z M if M has no 
projective summands and that Hom,d(P, A) + Tr(M) -+ 0 is a projective 
cover of Tr(M) (e.g., [AUB, Proposition 2.61 or [WA, Lemma2.31 
wherein Tr is denoted by D), the proof being analogous to that of Proposi- 
tion 1.3(b). 
There is an embedding M( - ): Rep(k, S) -+ C, as a full subcategory, 
where if U=(U, U(s)ls~S), then M(U)=@ (U(s)ls~S,“f with 
U(co ) = U, U(0) = n {U(s) I s E S}. Note that M(U) has a left A-module 
structure induced by inclusion e,,: U(s) + U(r) for t 2s in S and 
ers U(r) = 0 if s # r. Moreover, U(s) = essM( U) for each s E S: . 
If A4 is in C,,, then M = @ {e,,M I s E S,J- } as vector spaces. In fact, 
Mz M(U) for some U if and only if ers: essM + errM is a monomorphism 
for each t2s in SF. In this case, we abuse terminology and call M a 
representation. 
Projectives in Rep(k, S) are sent to projective A-modules as can be seen 
by observing that M(P,) = Ae, for s E S u {co }, where P, is the trivial 
rank-l projective and P, is the rank-l projective defined by P,(r) = P, = k 
if r>s in S and P,(t) =0 otherwise. For the distinguished case that s=O, 
recall that P, is a cotrivial rank-l representation which is injective in 
Rep(k, S), and projective in Rep(k, S) if and only if S has a least element. 
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Thus, each projective in mod n is, in fact, in the image of M( - ) and 
M( PO) = /le,, is the unique indecomposable finitely generated n-module 
that is both projective and injective. However, it can be seen that injectives 
in Rep(k, S) need not be sent to injective n-modules. 
Henceforth, in the interest of simplification of notation, we occasionally 
identify U with M(U), the distinction being clear from the context. As 
noted above, all projectives of mod n are representations, o that Q(U) = 
Q( M( U)) is unambiguous. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let UE Rep(k, S) and define p = aC+. 
(a) a(U)zDR(U) and p(U)zK’Tr(U)rQTr(U) if U has no 
projective summands. 
(b) If U has no projective summands, then C’(U) z DTr(U) z 
BDRTr( U). 
(c) If U has no projective summands, then a(U) z QD( U). 
(d) If U has no injective summands, then C-(U) z Tr D( U)/ 
r(TrD( U)) z QTrQD(U), where r(M) is the kernel of the natural map 
M-r Hom,,(Hom,l(M, A), A). 
Proof: (a) Clearly, D = DR as a consequence of the definitions. We 
next show that p(U) z 52 Tr( U) z R -’ Tr( U) if U has no projective sum- 
mands. Let X= @ {P, 1 s E SF } E Rep(k, S), where P, is the rank-l 
projective defined above. Then M(X) = A. 
Given a representation U= (U, U(s)) of S with no trivial or cotrivial 
sumands, define U# = (D(U), U”(s)) E Rep(k, Sop), where U#(s) = 
(1 { U(t)ls & t})‘. For each s in SC, U”(s) may be identified with 
Hom( U, P,). Moreover, IV, being a full embedding, induces isomorphisms 
Hom( U, P,) + Hom,,( M( U), /less) and Hom( U, X) + Hom,( M( U), A ), 
recalling that X= @ {P, 1 s E Sg i, M( P,) = nessr and M(X) = A. Conse- 
quently, there is a natural monomorphism ~1~: U# + Hom,(M( U), A) 
such that Hom,( M( U), ,4 ) = Image au 0 N, for some injective-projective 
N= M( Y), Y a trivial representation of S. 
Finally, it is sufficient to show that p(U) z Q Tr( U) if U is an indecom- 
posable non-projective representation of S. Apply (r to a detining sequence 
O-+C’(U)+WA L+O of C’(U) and apply Hom,(-,A) to the 
projective resolution DIM BU -% DIM U 5 U-t 0 arising from projec- 
tive covers DIM 52172 QU + 0 and DIM U A U + 0 of l2U and U, 
respectively. In view of the definitions of L, W, and p(U), o(L) = U#, 
[T(W)= (DIM U)#, and p(U)=(D(QU), (QUnx {U(t)ls <Q t})‘)? 
(mJ)#. 
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Thus, there is a commutative diagram with exact rows, 
O- o(L) 3 a( If’) 2 p(c:) d 0 
I 
0, 
I 
JIDlP.4 , 
I 
I 
0 - Horn ,( Cl, ,4 ) R’ Hom,(DIM Cf. ,4$+ Horn ,(DIM Qc[. (1)~ Tr(U---t 0. 
Since Image c( L’ and Image aDIM c are summands, with complementary 
summands injective-projective, there is some N in mod LI with p(U) @ N 2 
Image h” z QTr( U), having observed above that Hom,,(DIM QU, A) + 
Tr( U) + 0 is a projective cover of Tr( U) = Tr(M( U)). But U indecom- 
posable non-projective implies that QTr( U) is indecomposable [BM, 
Proposition 3.11. Thus, QTr( U) g p(U). 
Moreover, p(U) z RTr( U) c Hom,d(DIM QiJ, n ) is a representation 
kernel, in fact the smallest kernel containing (QU)” YL Hom,(M(QU), A) c_ 
Hom,,(M(DIM U), A). This is because (QU)# is a subrepresentation of 
p(U) and O(Q( U)) = p( U) = (QU)# as vector spaces. Consequently, 
Tr( U) E Corep(k, .Y) with R-‘Tr( U) z QTr( U) z p( U). This completes 
the proof of (a). 
(b) Now, oTr(U)zDRR-‘Tr(U)zap(U)zC+(U), by (a), if U 
has no projective summands. Moreover, RDRTr( U) 2 5252 -iDTr( U) z 
DTr( Or), [BM, Proposition 3.41, since A is 1-Gorenstein and DTr( U) is a 
representation, hence in C,, . 
(c) As a consequence of (b), C’(U) 2 ap( U) 2 QLX?Tr( U) if U has 
no projective summands. Thus, (r(U) z op2( (I) (Proposition 1.3(b)) z 
QL&XTrQTr( U) z QO( U),.since SZTrQTr( U) z U, as M(U) is in C:, [BM, 
Proposition 3.11. 
(d) C(U)&zpo(U)zQTrQD(U)rTrD(U)/r(TrD(U)) by [BM, 
Proposition 3.11, the point being that DTr( U) is a representation but 
TrD( U) need not be. 
Remarks. ( 1) For F as defined in [SUE], C’(U) z DTr F( U). 
However, in this special case, wherein n is a 1-Gorenstein algebra, 
DTrF( U) 2 DTr( U). 
(2) Although C’ and C- need not be functors, C’ induces a 
category equivalence Rep(k, S)/P -+ Rep(k, S)/Z with inverse induced by 
C-, where Rep(k, S)/P is the category with objects the objects of Rep(k, S) 
and morphism sets Hom(U, V)/P(U, V) for P(U, V) the morphisms that 
factor through projectives. The category Rep(k, S)/Z is defined analogously 
with injectives replacing projectives. 
In the special case S = S,, the poset of n pairwise incomparable elements, 
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projective resolutions are canonical and lifting of homomorphisms to 
projective covers is unique. As a consequence p, and therefore Cc and C-, 
become functors on Rep(k, S,). To see this, let U= (U, U(.s))s~ S,) E 
Rep(k, S,) be a representation with no trivial summands. Then there is a 
canonical projective cover 0 + K -+ DIM U A U + 0 of U induced by 
inclusion of the components and DIM U= (0 U(s), U(s)). Since 
DIM Up’ U is the identity map on each U(s), any morphism U+ V 
uniquely determines a representation morphism DIM U + DIM V. 
Consequently, p: Rep(k, S,,) + Rep(k, S,) is a functor, agreeing that p 
sends trivial representations to 0. It is immediate that our definitions of C’ 
and C reduce to those in [GP] for S=S,z. 
Proof of C’orollur~~ I. Observe that if X= (X, X(s) 1 s E S,,) is a rank-l 
representation of S,, then dim,(X) = 1 implies that each X(s) = X or 0. 
Consequently, X is indecomposable and has endomorphism ring 
isomorphic to k. Moreover, rank-l representations of S, are clearly 
classified by their dimension vector up to isomorphism. 
In view of the definition of C+ and C- on Rep(k, S,), if U and U’ are 
indecomposable in Rep(k, S,) with the same dimension vectors, then C+ U 
and C+ U’, respectively C-U and C-U’, also are indecomposable with the 
same dimension vectors. 
The remainder of the proof is an induction on exponents. Assume that 
C”X and C+“Y are indecomposable with the same dimension vectors, 
r 2 1, and that X and Y are rank-l but not projective representations. If
one of C+‘X and CcsY is injective, then an examination of the dimension 
vectors shows that they are isomorphic and so CC+‘X=C-C+‘Y=O. 
Otherwise, C +“-“Xz C-C+‘X and C+“-“Yz CC+.‘Y are indecom- 
posable (Proposition 1.3), have the same dimension vectors, and hence are 
isomorphic by induction on r. Therefore, Cf’X~CCC+“-‘IX and 
C+“XZ C+C+“~ “Y are isomorphic. The proof of the other case is similar. 
2. INVARIANTS FOR Two CLASSES OF INDECOMPOSABLE REPRESENTATIONS 
Recall that there is a cotrivial rank-l representation in Rep(k, S) defined 
by P,, = (U, U(s) 1 s E S), with U= U(s) = k for each s. The subrepresenta- 
tions of P, form a lattice under n and +, where, for X and Y subrepresen- 
tations of PO, (Xn Y)(s)= X(s)n Y(s) and (X+ Y)(s)= X(s) + Y(s) for 
each s E S. Each rank-l representation is isomorphic to a subrepresentation 
of P,. Furthermore, isomorphic subrepresentations of P, are equal, so that 
the lattice structure of subrepresentations of P, induces a lattice structure 
on the isomorphism classes of rank-l representations. Given rank-l 
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representations X and Y, we write X3 Y in place of “isomorphism class of 
X3 isomorphism class of Y.” 
A subrepresentation X of Y is called pure in Y if X is a kernel in Y, that is, 
X(s) = Y(s) n X for each s E S. In this case, Y/X= ( Y/X, ( Y(s) + X)/Xl s E S) 
is a representation and there is a canonical exact sequence 0 -+ X+ Y --+ 
Y/X + 0 in Rep(k, S). If Y is a representation and X is any vector subspace 
of Y, then (X, Y(s) n XI s E S) is the purificarion of X in Y. 
If x = (X, ) . . . . X,,) is an n-tuple of subrepresentations of P,, then the 
vector space diagonal embedding of k + k” induces an embedding of 
n (Xi 1 1 ,< i < n} as a pure subrepresentation of X, 0 . . . 0 X,, and we 
define G[x] to be the cokernel of this embedding. Thus, G[x] is defined by 
the exact sequence in Rep(k, S), 
O+K[x]-X,@ . ..@X.,-G[x]+O, 
where K[x] is the pure subrepresentation of X, @ ... 0 X, generated 
by {(a, a, . . . . a) IUE k}. In particular, an arbitrary element of G = G[x] 
can be viewed as a coset (-x ,, . . . . x,,) + K[x], where X~E Xi. Note that 
rank(G[X]) = n - 1. 
The next lemma gives a description of pure rank-l subrepresentations of
G[x] in terms of the entries of 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let x = (X, , . . . . X,,) be an n-tuple of subrepresentations of 
P,. Suppose that Y = (ky, Y(s) ( s E S) is a pure rank-l subrepresentation of 
G = G[x] where y = (x,, . . . . xn) + K[x] with xie Xi. 
(a) Y(s) = ky if and only if for all x;#x,, either X,(s) = k or 
Xj(s)=k. 
(b) Y z n (Xi + X, 1 1 d i, j < n and xi # x,} us representations. 
Proqf By the definition of Y, Y(s) = ky if and only if ky n G(s) = ky. 
But G(s) = Image(X,(s)@ ... @X,(s)), which implies Y(s) = ky if and 
only if ky is contained in Image(X,(s)@ ... @X,(s)). If each Xi(s)= k, 
then G(s)= G, Y(s)= ky, and (a) is trivially true. Thus, we may assume 
without loss of generality that X,(s)=O. Moreover, by subtracting 
an element of K[x], we may assume x, = 0. It remains to show that 
Y(s) = ky if and only if X,(s) = k for all -yi # 0. But, since X,(s) = 0, G(s) = 
Image(X,(s) 0 . .. 0 X,(s)) 2: X,(s) @ . . . @ XJs), as a consequence of 
the definition of G= G[x]. It follows that kyn G(s)= ky if and only if 
Xi(s) = k for all -yj # 0. 
For (b), let X = n {Xi + X,1 xi # xi> = (k, X(s) 1 s E S), a subrepresenta- 
tion of P,. As X and Y are both rank-l representations, it is sufficient to 
prove that X(s) #O if and only if Y(s) #O for each SE S. However, by 
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definition, X(s) = k if and only if for xi # xj, either X,(s) = k or Xi(s) = k. 
The result (b) is thus a direct consequence of (a). 
Suppose that G, XE Rep(k, S) with rank(X)= 1. If f: G -+ H is a 
representation morphism, then f( G(X)) c H(X), where G(X) = x ( Y 1 X d 
Y is pure rank 11, a pure subrepresentation of G. 
Let x = (X,, . . . . X,) be an n-tuple of subrepresentations of P, and 
G = G[x]. Partitions of the Xi’s can be used to describe G(X) for a rank-l 
representation X. Specifically, call Xi and Xj X-equivalent if either i = j or 
there is a sequence Xi( r ), . . . . Xi,mI with i= i( 1) and i(m) = j such that 
x g tXi(k) + Xi(k+ I) ) for each 1 <k < m - 1. Then X-equivalence is an 
equivalence relation. Note that if X= Xi, then {X;} is the X-equivalence 
class of Xi, since Xi < Xi + X, for each j. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x = (X,, . . . . X,,) be an n-tuple of subrepresentations of P, 
and G= G[x]. Assume that X is a subrepresentation of P, and that Y is 
the pure rank-l subrepresentation of G generated by a non-zero element 
I’= (x,, . ..( x,) + K[x], where X~E Xi. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) Ys G(X). 
(b) Zfxi#xj, then XcXi+Xj. 
(c) If Xi is X-equivalent to Xi, then xi = xi. 
Proof By Lemma 2.1, Y is isomorphic to n {Xi+ Xjl xi # xi}. If (a) 
holds, then X is isomorphic to a subrepresentation of Y and (b) follows. 
Conversely, if (b) holds, then X E n {Xi + Xj I xi # x,} z Y and YE G(X). 
Thus (a) is equivalent to (b). 
Suppose (b) holds. If Xi is X-equivalent to Xi, then there is a sequence 
i = i( 1), i(2), . . . . i(m) =j such that X is not contained in (X,(,, + Xi,,+ r,) for 
1 </cm. By (b), -xi(r)=Xi(/+I) for 1 d f < m, and (c) follows. Conversely, if 
(c) is true, then xi #xi implies Xi is not X-equivalent to X,. In particular, 
Xz Xi + Xi. Thus, (b) follows from (c) and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x = (X,, . . . . X,,) be an n-tuple of subrepresentations of P, 
and G = G[x]. Suppose X is a rank-l representation and E,, . . . . E, are the 
X-equivalence classes of the entries of x. Then G(X) N G[$], where 
ti = ( y, 3 ---, Yr) and Y,=n {XiliEE,}+n {X,li$E,} is a subrepresen- 
tation of P, for 1 <m < r. 
Proof: Write Y, = (k, Y,(s)ls~S}. Define a vector space homo- 
morphism h,: Y, +G by h(l,)=w,=(xl,...,x,)+KIX] with xi=0 if 
Xi # E,,, and xi = 1, if Xi E E,. To see that h, is a morphism of representa- 
tions, let W,,, be the pure rank-l subrepresentation of G containing w,. By 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, W,,, z n {Xi+ X,1 Xi+ E,,, and Xje E,}. From the 
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distributivity of the lattice of subrepresentations of P,, it follows that 
Y,,, z W,,,. In particular, Y,,,(s) # 0 if and only if IVnl(s) # 0, and h, is a 
representation morphism with Image(h,,,) = IV,,,. Denote H = Y, @ ... @ Y, 
and define k: H+ G by h = h, @ ... Oh,. We complete the proof by 
showing Image(h) = G(X) and Kernel(h) = K[$]. 
By Lemma 2.2, Image(h,,) = W,,, c G(X). Thus, Image(h) G G(X). Sup- 
pose Y = (k~q, Y(s) 1 s E S) is a pure rank- 1 subrepresentation of G(X), where 
~3 = (x, , . . . . x,,) + K[x] E G. By Lemma 2.2, if Xi and Xi are X-equivalent, 
then X; = -ye. From the definition of iv,,, above, 1’ = a, b~‘r + . . . + a,~‘,, with 
each a,, = -K~(~,, where i(m) is any index such that X,,mb~ E,. In particular, 
Y is a vector subspace of x unr W,,, c Image(h). To show Y is a sub- 
representation of Image(h), it suffices to show Y(s) E 1 unr W,(s). Suppose 
Y(s) #O. Since Y and each W,,, is rank-l, the desired inclusion is easy if 
W,(s) #O for all m. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume 
W,(s) = 0 and, by a proper choice of representative for J, we may assume 
a, =0 as well. As noted above, w,q (x,+x,Ix~EE,, x,+E,). 
Since W,(s) = 0, there exist Xi(,,e E, and X,(,, $ E, such that Xi,,,(s) = 
X,,,,(s)=O. By Lemma2.l(a), Y(s)#O implies that for all .Y~#.Y;, either 
X,(s) =k or J/,(s)= k. Recalling that a, =x; for each X,E E,,, it follows 
that, if unr #a, =O, then each X,E E,, must satisfy X,(s)= k, so that 
W,,,(s j # 0. Thus, Y s x a,, W,,, is a containment of representations. 
It remains to show Kernel(h)= KC+]. However, it is clear from the 
definition of h that K[$] c Ker(h). Using the fact that {E,, .., E,). is a par- 
tition of {X,, . . . . X,,) it is easy to show that the rank of Image(h) is r - 1. 
A dimension argument then shows that Kernel(h) = K[y$]. 
We next establish criteria for G[x] to be indecomposable. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that k is u field and S a finite poser. Let 
x=(X , , . . . . X,,) be an n-tuple of subrepresentations of P,, and G= G[x]. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) G is indecomposable; 
(b) G(X,) is a rank-l representation for each i; 
(c) The endomorphism ring of G is isomorphic to k. 
Proof (a) + (b). Assume, by way of contradiction, that G(X, ) is not 
a rank-l representation. In view of Lemma 2.3, and relabelling of the 
entries of x if necesary, the X,-equivalent classes of the entries are 
E,= {A’,}, E,= {& ,..., Xm) I..., E, with r-2 3 and m <n. We show that 
H=G[$], for $=(X,, . . . . X,,,), is a proper summand of G, contradicting 
the hypothesis that G is indecomposable. 
There is an exact sequence G -& H + 0 in Rep(k, S) defined by 
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f (t-x 1, . . . . -?I) + ml) = (x , , . . . . x,) + KC+]. The morphism f is split by the 
vector space homomorphism g: H + G defined by g((xi, . . . . x,) + KC+]) = 
(x , , . . . . x,, xi, . . . . x,) + K[x]. To see that g is a representation morphism, 
first observe that if 2 < i < m and m <j 6 n then X, E Xi + X,, since Xi and 
X, are in distinct X,-equivalence classes. Thus, X,(s) #O implies that 
X,(s)#O or X,(s)#O in this case. Now H(s)=C {Xi(s)11 <i<m)+ 
K[$] and G(s)=1 (X,(s)ll<i<n)+K[~]. Given y=(xl,...,xm)+ 
KC@] E H(s) with .Y~E X,(s), then g(y)EG(s) is immediate if x, =O, or if 
x,#O and Xi(s)#O for all m<j<n. If x,#O and X,(s)=0 for some 
m<j<n, then X,(s)#O, so that X,(s)#O for each l<i<k since 
X,(s) E X,(s) + Xi(s).’ Subtracting 0 = (x,, . . . . x,) + K[x] from g(p) yields 
g(y) = (0, x2 -x,, . . . . xp - x,, 0, . . . . 0) + K[x] E G(s). Finally, fg = 1 H so 
that H is isomorphic to a summand of G, a proper summand since 
rank(H) < rank(G). 
(b)+(c). Let f be a representation endomorphism of G. Then 
f( G( X,)) E G( Xi) and rank( G( Xi)) = 1 for each i. Since the endomorphism 
ring of a rank-l representation is isomorphic to k, f acts like multiplication 
by some kiEk on G(X,). Thus, (k, ,..., k,)+G[X]=f((l,..., l)+G[x])= 
f(0) =O, noting that Xi+ G[x] EG(X~). Hence, there is kOE k with 
k,=k,= . . . = k,, and f acts like multiplication by k, on G = 
G(X,) + . . . + G( X,), as desired. 
(c) + (a). This is clear. 
Proof of Theorem II. (a) It is immediate from the previous discussion 
that the invariants listed in (i), (ii), and (iii) are preserved under 
isomorphism of representations. Conversely, suppose that G = G[x] and 
H = G[Ic/] are indecomposable, for x = (X,, . . . . X,,) and + = (Y,, . . . . Y,) 
cotrimmed n-tuples of subrepresentations of k, with d(G)=d(H) and 
rG(M) = r”(M) for each subset M of d(G). 
Note that each X,EA(G) = d(H), since x cotrimmed implies that 
G(X,) = Xi + K[x] 2 Xi by Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.2. Thus, for each 
proper subset I of { 1, . . . . n}, {G(X,) I i E I} is independent in G 
(C1 G(X,) = @[ G(X,) E G) while the entire set is dependent in G (not inde- 
pendent). Since r,(M) = r”(M) for each subset of d(G) =d(H), each 
proper subset of { H(X,), . . . . H(X,,)} is independent in H while the entire 
set is dependent in H. 
We next prove that Gzx {H(X,)I 1 bi<n}E H. Since each X,EA(G), 
H(X,)zXi. Use these isomorphisms on each component to define a 
representation morphism f: X, @ . . . 0 X, + H. In view of the dependence 
relations mentioned above, the kernel off has rank 1 and has non-trivial 
projection onto each Xi. Hence, there is a representation automorphism of 
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X, @ . . @X,l which maps the kernel of .f’ onto IQ]. It follows that the 
image off is isomorphic to G = G[x]. 
A similar argument on Y,, . . . . Y,, shows that H is isomorphic to a sub- 
representation of G. Consequently, G and H are isomorphic, since both are 
indecomposable and have endomorphism rings isomorphic to k by 
Theorem 2.4, noting that the composites of the embeddings G + H and 
H -+ G are non-zero. 
(b) This is the dual of (a). More precisely, the c of Lemma 1.1 is an 
exact contravariant duality from Rep(k, S) -+ Rep(k, Sop). Under this 
duality, G[x]‘s are sent to G(x)‘s, d(G) is sent to d[a(G)], r,(M)% are 
sent to r,(,,[M] ‘s, and the rank of a representation is preserved. The 
details are routine, and as such will not be included (proofs in the Butler 
group setting can be found in [ARVl]). Given these facts, (b) follows 
immediately from (a). 
We conclude with the construction of the motivating special cases of 
indecomposable representations of the form G[x] and G(X). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Assume that X is a subrepresentation of P,. 
(a) If X is not projective, then C+XS G(X) for some n-tuple 
x = (X,, . . . . X,) of injective subrepresentations of P,. 
(b) If X is not injective, then C-X=G[,y] for some n-tuple 
I= (X, , . . . . X,,) of projective subrepresentations of P,. 
Proof: We prove (a) and obtain (b) by applying the g given in 
Lemma 1.1, recalling that C- z K+g. 
(a) Write X=(u, Ci(s)ls~S), h w ere U = k and U(s) = k or 0 for 
each SE S. Recall that o(s) = V(s)E {U(t) It < s in S}. In this case 
o(s) = k, if U(s) = k and U(t) = 0 for all t <s in S, and o(s) = 0 otherwise. 
By Proposition 1.3(c), there is an injective envelope of C’X, given by 
0-+C+X--+W-+Y-+0, where W= @ {o(s)Is~S), W(s)= @ {o(t)ls & t 
in S}, and rank(Y) = 1. Then W, being injective, is isomorphic to 
x,0 . . . 0 X, for some injective subrepresentations Xi of P,. 
In view of Proposition 1.3, C+X is indecomposable and not injective, 
since C-C+ XZ X. Thus, C’X cannot be a summand of the injective 
representation W. In particular, projection of Cf X onto each Xi must be 
non-zero. Consequently, C+Xr G(X), for x = (X,, . . . . X,,). 
To illustrate the efficacy of our constructions, we give (without proof) an 
explicit construction for all those almost split sequences in Rep(k, S) 
having a rank-l representation as the right hand term. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a non-projective rank-l representation in 
Repk S), x = (XI, . . . . X,) with C’(X)=G(x), and x’= (X,, . . . . X,, X). The 
exact sequence 0 + G(X) -% G(f) A X + 0 is almost split, where a is 
inclusion and b is projection onto X. 
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